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Easy-To-Use Software Attracts Customers, Creates Cash Flow & Generates Traffic! GENERATE MORE

TRAFFIC & PROFIT. MagicSubscriber reduces the amount of time and money you need to get more

customers and sales. It automatically captures your visitors email addresses WITHOUT them having to fill

out a form! This makes it 10xs easier for you to generate targeted traffic and sales. It only takes 2 to 5

minutes to implement -- and the payoff is HUGE. Dear Friend, You can use MagicSubscriber on unlimited

websites. With just a few clicks of your mouse, you can consistently, predictably generate a steady

stream of targeted traffic and leads. Its effortless. Whenever someone visits your site, MagicSubscriber

automatically GRABS your visitors name and email address from their Microsoft Outlook email program

and sends it to you... or feeds it to your mailing list/follow-up software. Its 100 compatible. You can add

instant email-capture to any mailing list or autoresponder service. MagicSubscriber is guaranteed 100

compatible with any system youre using right now. Its flexible. You have advanced control over the

pop-up message and when/how often your automatic capture box should appear (i.e., instantly, time
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delay, on entry, on exit, etc.) Limited Time Offer: 100 Master Resell Rights! You keep all the profits. You

own it and you can do as you wish. You get complete Resale and Re-distribution Rights for this amazing

software -- so you can sell (or giveaway) MagicSubscriber to your clients and prospects, too... Its the

fastest, easiest way to generate more sales and customers -- you keep 100 of the profits. You get this

website.... yes, the one you are looking at right now. All you have to do is customize the order link and

upload this site to your server. Thats all there is to it. You have a veritable slot machine -- ready to pay

off... and pay off BIG. Thats right. You get the complete MagicSubscriber system for yourself, marketing

rights to jumpstart your cash flow and a proven money-making website like this one -- proven to generate

customers, targeted traffic, and sales -- FOR YOU. PLEASE NOTE! This offer is limited: It can be

withdrawn at any moment. I have never offered Resell Rights to any of my products before, so this is a

first... The only way I can guarantee you will get the price listed above and the Master Resale Rights is if

you order NOW. Special Bonus When You Get Your Risk-Free Copy Today... Anyone who downloads

MagicSubscriber today will also get a free copy of our Secret Email-Trap Marketing Strategy manuscript.

21 highly-condesnsed, information-packed pages reveal how to: - Create TARGETED TRAFFIC traps... -

Convert more CUSTOMERS... - Increase your CASH FLOW... - Boost your SALES... Its so obviously

simple. Youll wonder why you havent used MagicSubscriber before. This guide is fully-illustrated and

chock-full of easy-to-implement ideas that are guaranteed to increase sales and attract more targeted

traffic for your offers. Amazingly, it takes 2 minutes to implement! Yes! I am taking advantage of this

special introductory offer. I will get MagicSubscriber AND the free Master Resale Rights for only $27.00! I

also understand that if I am not satisfied for any reason I will be granted a full refund at any time - no

questions asked. I understand that if I spend only 2-5 minutes installing MagicSubscriber on my website,

my sales are guaranteed to skyrocket. (But hey, the software is risk-free anyway, so you really have

nothing to lose and a website with sales and profits to gain.) I will receive this very website I am looking at

right now. I get all the graphics and templates so all I have to do is change the order link so I can start

making money immediately. Special Bonus When You Download Your Risk-Free Trial Today: Anyone

who downloads their risk-free copy of MagicSubscriber today will also get a copy of our Secret

Email-Trap Marketing manuscript. This secret manuscript shows exactly how to increase your sales,

customers, and traffic with just 2-5 minutes of actual work.
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